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SOCIAL
ENTREPRENEURSHIP,
THE NEW ERA

27th of March - 04th of April 2020
|26/03 Arrival + 05/04 Departure|
Cyprus
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Summary
Young people are the people responsible for the labor market and

workspaces in the very near future. Therefore we need to able to

provide to the younger generations the skills necessary in order to

make them capable of not only survive in the labor market but also

to make themselves competitive enough in order to succeed. The

possible solution to this problem could be social entrepreneurial

activity among young people, in other words - if they do not find a

suitable job, that matches their requirements and skills, then they

could create new employment opportunities for themselves. This

sort of a step requires certain kind of pro-active attitude, creative

approach to what one has to offer and some basic knowledge of

how to become an entrepreneur, which young people often lack of.

Youth work and youth organizations could play a key role in

fostering and developing those attitudes and skills, through NFE

methods. As we see from successful businesses they incorporate a

creative approach and start thinking not only about generating

income but innovating and driving the society forward..
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Objectives
- Raise the awareness of youth social entrepreneurship as a career option;

- Introduce the notions of entrepreneurship and social entrepreneurship;

- Raise the role of creativity that drives innovation in entrepreneurship;

- Introduce tools for promoting entrepreneurial attitude among youngsters;

- Raise the motivation of youngsters to develop a social entrepreneurial

attitude to get involved in social entrepreneurship;

- Promote socially responsible entrepreneurship;

- Get an overview of entrepreneurship opportunities in different European

countries;

- Introduce Erasmus+ Program as a possible tool for developing a social

entrepreneurial attitude and skills.
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Profile of
Participants
This youth exchange will involve participants with a mixed background

but especially youngsters who have fewer opportunities. 
 
5 Participants :  18-30  years old

1 Team Leader : No Age Limit

 

Gender balance is a prerequisite for the success of this training, therefore each

national team will consist of members with a different gender. 

 

Click Here For The Application Form

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Wn1ss6Jo7SBqfIgvCs0eRIWDczSzWtumu_HtHx_6mVM/edit?usp=sharing
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Partners

COLLIPPO -
ASSOCIAÇÃO
JUVENIL

Portugal

STOWARZYSZENIE
INICJATYW
REGIONALNYCH

Poland

HORIZONS
FOR YOUTH

Greece

ASOCIACION
CULTURAL Y SOCIAL
TRIB-ARTE

Spain

ASOCIATIA
TINERI PENTRU
DEZVOLTARE
DURABILA IN
EUROPA

Romania

ASSOCIAZIONE
DI PROMOZIONE
SOCIALE YOUNG
EFFECT

Italy
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Traveling and Reimbursement
This program is financed by the Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union.- Materials,

activities, accommodation, and food are 100% covered (from the 27th of March to - 4th of

April). - The traveling costs (plane, train, bus) are also covered and will be reimbursed to

you either your sending organization within 3 months after the ending of the activity in the

amount limit presented in the table below. Remember that in order to get reimbursed you

need to provide us with all original receipts, train and bus tickets, plane bookings and

boarding passes.  |40 euro is deducted for Transportation from and to the venue|

  Portugal ............................................................................490€

Poland ..............................................................................235€

Greece ..............................................................................235€

 Italy...................................................................................320€

Romania ...........................................................................235€

       Spain.................................................................................780€
cc

Travel budget
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If needed participants can start

their trip to Cyprus 2  days earlier
or depart Cyprus 2 days after the
project but the accommodation and
food expenses for the extra days
will be on your own expenses.

Arrival can’t be later than
26/03/2020 and departure not be
earlier than 05/04/2020

Arrival and
Departures
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Bring with you...
Identification/passport/student card

Clothing for cold times, including hat, gloves, scarf for

evenings;

thermals are good

Clothing for rainy times (jacket and trousers)

Clothing for warm times. (t-shirts, short pants)

Personal hygiene – shower towel
Simple torch with spare batteries

UK Plug adaptor (not EU)

Sunscreen - Sunhat will be provided

Portable water bottle - thermal cup/small flask for hot drinks if you like

Walking boots/shoes

Indoor shoes/slippers

Ear plugs (you will be sharing rooms) / optional

Drums, guitar, other musical instruments, special games etc /optional

If necessary: your own medication

Anything else you find necessary for your living



 

2. Please don’t book your tickets to any airport in northern Cyprus as it is not officially
recognized in the Republic of Cyprus and tickets will not be able to be refunded by our project.
 

*Before booking any tickets you are strongly recommended to inform the host organisation
about your travel plan.
 

For better organization, we kindly ask you to communicate your arrival and departure times
as early as possible.

HOW TO GET IN CYPRUS
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You are strongly advised to book your tickets to Larnaca International
Airport or Paphos International Airport. 
 
1. Cyprus is not yet a fully-fledged member of the Schengen area; so you will
have to present a valid passport or identity card at the passport controls.



Contact Us 
 
tribartelanzarote@gmail.com

 
www.tribarte.com 
 
Trib-Arte 
 
@tribarte
 

 
See you soon!

+34 828 08 12 15 

https://www.tribarte.com/
https://www.facebook.com/tribarte/
https://www.instagram.com/tribarte/

